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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OR ABSTRACT 

The general state of existing knowledge concerning cultural resources, that is an 
environmental component of the Eklutna project, includes several related data 
sources. These sources are known sites, Native place names, previous archaeological 
reconnaissances, and site potential. Recommendations for a more specific level of 
field research investigations were reflected by this data base. Comprehensive 
archaeological reconnaissance of the proposed water pipeline was performed during 
the summer of 1983 and a report of findings prepared. This information is not 
repeated^in the Phase II volume. Thus, the reader is referred to the first volume 
entitled "An ^Archaeological Assessment of the Eklutna Water Project, Upper Cook 
Inlet, Alaska" for detailed information concerning the initial reconnaissance and 
utilized data sources (Lobdell 1983a). 

Phase II reconnaissance was initiated to confirm archaeological clearance of staging 
areas, material sources, and route alterations determined by engineering needs of the 
Eklutna Water Project during the winter of 1983-84. Archaeological reconnaissance of 
these components of the project entailed both site-specific and linear aerial and 
pedestrian examinations with limited subsurface testing. This report includes an 
updated cultural chronology with reference to recently completed Upper Cook Inlet 
archaeological studies plus information relevant to these field reconnaissances and the 
results of the field examinations. 

No previously unknown archaeological sites were encountered in this continued study 
of the Eklutna Water Project. Thus, impact to cultural resources from the project 
should be nil. 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

Project Name: Eklutna Water Project 
BLM Case File #: A 022452 
Federal Permit #: 82-AK-242 (extended one year May 18, 1984) 
Dates of Fieldwork: June 4 through 6, 1984 to total 9 person days. 
Investigators: John E. Lobdell, Ph.D. (Principal Investigator), 

Mary Iandoli (Assistant), Glinda Lobdell (Assistant) 

Records Disposition: No cultural material found. 
Field notes and maps retained by Lobdell. 

A CULTURAL CHRONOLOGY 

Early Prehistory 

As no prehistoric sites are known for the immediate project area, it is necessary to 
expand the cultural setting to adjacent regions in order to understand potential 
cultural affiliations and types of archaeological assemblages that could be 
encountered. The earliest recognized human records are from the Beluga Point site on 
the north shore of Turnagain Arm (Reger 1977; 1981). Core and microblade technology 
found in the lowest levels of this site reflect affinity with the American Paleoarctic 
tradition dating back at least 8000 years before present (Reger 1981). Technologically 
similar material has been recovered at the Long Lake site, in the upper Matanuska 
River valley. This complex of materials is related to this earliest period of human 
prehistory (Bacon 1978). This tradition is associated with different environmental 
conditions from those of today: treeless tundra and megafaunal remains indicate that 
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this cultural tradition was centered around the continuous hunting of large land 
mammals. Pollen studies from the general region indicate that much of southcentral 
Alaska may have been such a tundra environment in immediate post-glacial times, 
albeit wetter than the interior regions of the state (Heusser I960). 

Another early component presumably dating earlier than 3000 years before present is 
also represented at Beluga Point. Stylistically similar artifact types are known from 
the Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak Archipelago, and Lake Iliamna regions. Little can be 
ascertained of cultural function in the Upper Cook Inlet region, however (Reger 1981). 
Climate and plant environments were likely similar to those of today (Heusser I960). 

Middle Prehistory 

Intermediate times are represented at Beluga Point by a Norton-related component 
dating between 1500 and 3000 years before present. Reger (1981) sees this phase as 
hampered in development by forces from other North Pacific Eskimo groups, 
especially the seemingly numerous Kachemak tradition (de Laguna 1934; Workman, 
Lobdell, and Workman 1980) influences that may have limited diffusion of cultural 
traits from Norton sites in the Bristol Bay region. Some Kachemak traits may be 
recognized from localities on the west side of Knik Arm (Dumond and Mace 1968). 

Late Prehistory 

Late Prehistoric times are the most poorly represented in the Upper Cook Inlet region. 
Again, Beluga Point possesses a component dating from 600 to 800 years ago with 
traits that could fit into many late manifestations from several Alaskan localities. 
Close comparisons to nearby areas, however, are unsatisfying to attempt to refine 
(Reger 1981). The presence of Native copper elements probably indicates contact and 
trade with interior Athapaskans. 

Early History 

At the time of first European contact, the area was inhabited by the Tanaina, an 
Athapaskan-speaking Indian people. Unlike other Alaskan Indians of the same language 
family from the interior, these people were adapted to a maritime lifeway that 
included sea mammal hunting (Van Stone 1974). Large fishing sites with predictable 
rims of anadromous fishes, coupled with sea mammal use, permitted the establishment 
of semi-permanent coastal village sites. Land mammal hunting supplemented these 
resources (Osgood 1966). Several historic village sites are known from around the 
Upper Cook Inlet area (Petroff 1884; de Laguna 1934). The Tanaina may only slightly 
predate European contact in the area, having replaced or displaced the earlier Eskimo 
cultures (Dumond and Mace 1968) that appear to have been marginal manifestations of 
more distant population centers. Other very late prehistoric or even contact period 
sites are only recently recorded. Such sites are represented by large house and cache 
depressions (Reger 1978; Lobdell 1983b; U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1983; Gerlach and 
Lobdell 1984), but a paucity of artifactual data. 

Of possible proto-historic sites closest to the project area is Point Woronzof (Reger 
and Hannibal 1975; Rabich 1976; Lobdell in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1982). This locality of house and cache depressions remains to be extensively tested. 
However, the site is of Tanaina affiliation and may have been used for approximately 
200 years (Cook Inlet Native Association 1975), at least seasonally. Some recently 
recovered historic materials show use of the site in the 1930's (K. Workman, pers. 
comm. 1983). 
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Our existing state of knowledge about these prehistoric and identified Tanaina 
localities does indicate that such sites are linked to coastal or riverine environs. 
Upland sites, place names excepted, are not extensively documented. 

Eklutna: A Present-day Human Resource 

The heritage of Eklutna Village represents one of the most colorful aspects of cultural 
resources (Chandonnet 1979) adjacent to the proposed water project. Eklutna was 
never a large settlement. In fact, just prior to the main influx of outsiders the 
population ranked as one of the smallest Tanaina settlements (Petroff 1884). Within 
the village are several sites of importance. Related to the Russian historic period in 
the area is the century-old St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, on the National 
Register of Historic Places. Eklutna Village remains a small yet proud Native 
community in an expanding modern world (Alaska Magazine 1971; Chandonnet 1979). 

Recent History 

The more recent American period is marked by railroad construction beginning in 
1912. The railroad was built to tap coal and other mineral resources from the interior 
of Alaska (Prince 1964). Several of these historic railroad structures are listed as 
historical sites by the State of Alaska. Major bridges crossing Eagle River, Peters 
Creek, and Eklutna River were built by about 1915 as were several section houses 
along the route (Carberry 1979)- The railroad undercut the importance and led to the 
demise of Knik as a staging town to the interior mining areas by 1916 (Lobdell 1983b). 

Of additional historic note is the first hydroelectric plant in the Anchorage area, the 
old Eklutna Power Plant. Tapping the waters of the Eklutna River, this facility went 
into operation in 1929 and served until 1956 when the demand for power exceeded the 
capacity of the plant (Carberry 1979). Only the exterior of the powerhouse remains 
relatively intact. 

Finally, to support the Aleutian campaigns of World War II, the military presence 
adjacent to the project area ushered in the modern era (Carberry 1979). With the 
establishment of Fort Richardson and Elmendorf Air Force Base in the early 1940's 
much of the land to be crossed by the waterline was taken out of the public domain. 

Although the project area is dominated by historical sites, prehistoric periods may be 
represented in the general area, especially coastal and riverine ecotones. The 
potential for such localities within the project area is not high based on an admittedly 
limited knowledge of known prehistoric and historic localities. Additionally, the 1983 
reconnaissance of the proposed waterline produced no previously unknown sites. 

PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES 

General Reconnaissance 

Only one reconnaissance project of magnitude has been attempted for the immediate 
area. The survey involved Fort Richardson. No prehistoric sites were noted although 
the research documented several cabin structures relating to the recent American 
period (Steele 1980). 

Although more distant from the proposed waterline, a general assessment of the lower 
Susitna River valley as far south on the west side of Cook Inlet as Beluga River 
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provided much new information concerning late prehistoric and historic Tanaina sites. 
Accompanied by Native informants, archaeologists located many sites. All were near 
riverine or lake environments. Place name information was also gathered. Sites and 
suspected site areas were located and confirmed through aerial survey and some 
ground truthing (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1983). 

Impact Studies 

Other studies near the proposed project have been project specific impact surveys. 
With the few exceptions of insignificant modern material, the findings have been 
disappointing. No previously unknown archaeological sites have yet been encountered 
on the east side of Knik Arm (Bacon 1974; Workman 1978; Veltre 1978; Holmes 1979; 
Lobdell 1981; Yarborough 1981). 

The west side of Knik Arm recently yielded historic and prehistoric evidence of 
occupations. Twenty sites were located during a linear survey for a gas pipeline, all 
within the Knik town region (Lobdell 1983b). Two historic and one potentially 
prehistoric site were found south of Tyonek Village during evaluations of a proposed 
coal development (Gerlach and Lobdell 1984). These findings plus the aforementioned 
general area investigations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (1983) coupled with 
the low population reported for the east side of Knik Arm in the first historic census 
(Petroff 1884) might suggest that better human habitat existed on the shores of, and 
rivers flowing into, the western side of Upper Cook Inlet. 

KNOWN SITES 

At least 17 historical localities are recognized within close proximity to the project 
area; none will be altered or disturbed during the construction phases of the Eklutna 
Water Project. Only those sites associated with Eklutna Village (49-ANC-004, 008, 
091, 118, and 294) are closer than one mile to the project. A listing and description of 
these sites are available in Lobdell (1983a). 

AREA TANAINA PLACE NAMES (from Kari 1978) 

Utilization by the Tanaina Athapaskans of the region is underscored by a listing of 
place names. Such nouns suggest aboriginal use of an area, specific resources sought 
or an undertaken activity. These data may aid in the finding and interpretation of 
archaeological sites. At least 52 native place names are known in proximity to the 
proposed project area. Of these only one indicates a village settlement; all others are 
recognized land features, hunting or fishing places, or ephemeral use areas. A listing 
and description of these place names is also available in Lobdell (1983a). 

THEORETICAL AND PARADIGMATIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Predictive models to determine archaeological potential for the Eklutna project were 
considered premature prior to the 1983 initial reconnaissance. Comprehensive 
research away from coastal localities was lacking. However, based on characteristic 
human resources such as game, fuel, potable water, transportation access, and defense 
position, some projections were advanced (Lobdell 1983a). 

Prehistoric cultural resources likely exist away from the coastal ecotones. Although 
anadromous fish streams and coastal travel indicate a probable high density of 
archaeological sites much closer to Knik Arm and especially the western side of Upper 
Cook Inlet (Lobdell 1983b; U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1983; Gerlach and Lobdell 1984), 
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inland game procurement reflected in the ethnographic reports (Osgood 1966) and 
p ace names (Kari 1978) is indicative that sites may be present within the proposed 
confines of the Eklutna project. Such sites could be activity specific hunting stations. 

s such sites are usually ephemeral in function, most should be small. These limits 
would be set by the behavioral nature of hunting bands in regions that lack large herds 
o game animals. Solitary hunters' localities are usually difficult to discover. A 
llaking station or hunting lookout might be a typical site type, although drive or trap 
sites should not be ruled out. Such sites are congruent with ethnographic information, 
at least tor the Tanama, as hunting was not usually a solitary activity but took the 
labor ot a few male individuals (Osgood 1966). 

Reconnaissance to search for small sites such as these was first performed in 1983 
(Lobdell 1983a). The proposed linear impact of the Eklutna project motivated such a 
systematic survey. Such research did not add to the known site data base, but did 
determine no effect on areal known cultural resources. 

FIELD RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Many archaeological surveys warrant explicit random sampling methodology because 
o sheer size. One method of archaeological survey involves systematic testing along 
transects within the province of study. Such a method was utilized in an 
archaeological reconnaissance of nearby Fort Richardson (Steele 1980). However, the 
Eklutna Water Project as a line of proposed construction impact already constituted an 
overland transect. Thus the confines of the proposed water line served as the 1983 
study boundaries for non-random considerations (Lobdell 1983a). 

Biomass potential for this inland area is low enough not to warrant any human 
population concentrations. The only exception to this condition might be watercourses 
that possess anadromous fishes. Even some small streams (i.e., Fossil Creek) today 
appear to be underfit watercourses (Steele 1980:47). In past times such streams must 
have contained a far greater volumetric flow and velocity. These conditions were 
critical in the reconnaissance methodology used during 1983 work (Lobdell 1983a). 

The 1984 work, however, consisted of site-specific investigations for staging areas and 
material sources throughout section P-l, Ship Creek to Eagle River, of the proposed 
water line. Methodology consisted of aerial inspection of each parcel followed by 
ground inspection, examination of natural soil exposures and limited testing where 
subsurface soils could not be viewed by other methods. 

Route alteration concerned the Eklutna to Eklutna Lake segment, or part of section 
P-4 of the proposed waterline. Added to the site-specific expanded aerial search and 
pedestrian inspection of the proposed areas for staging and materials acquisition was 
linear transecting for the new route. The planned route was moved from above the 
river canyon and valley (Lobdell 1983a) to within the actual valley. The canyon and 
valley were again first inspected by aerial reconnaissance. Places of possible site 
preservation were selected for testing. Ground examination was performed at these 
locations. Six places along the existing waterbody were deemed in situ deposits where 
sites might have survived seasonal erosion. Older elevated terraces were also 
considered prime candidates for ground truthing. 

RESULTS OF THE FIELD RESEARCH 

Between the dates of June 4 and 6, 1984, 9 person-days were consumed by field 
reconnaissance requirements. Field personnel included Dr. John E. Lobdell, the 
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principal investigator, and two assistants, Mary Iandoli and Glinda Lobdell. As there 
were no positive findings of cultural material, no items were accessioned for museum 
repository. Field notes are retained by the principal investigator. 

Pursuant to the research design, aerial and pedestrian investigation included the 
following components of section P-l (sites numbered on attached map): 

1.) Ship Creek Water Treatment Plant 

The proposed site is in an area of previous ground disturbance. Site examination 
yielded nothing of cultural resource value. The access is preexistent. 

2.) Material Source 1 

This source will be an expansion of an existing source. Many bulldozer cuts 
already exist throughout the proposed site and these facilitated the viewing of 
subsurface soils. A 5-10 centimeter capping of forest humus overlies a 10-15 
centimeter deposit of decomposition soil and loess over a gravel/cobble till base 
of glacial origin (see Karlstrom I960). No archaeological remains were 
discovered. 

(Such soils were commonly found throughout the reconnaissance, thus the 
description will not be repeated for the other tested localities unless noted as 
markedly different from this profile.) 

3.) Staging Area at Intersection of Ship Creek and the Glenn Highway 

This parcel was examined in detail during the 1983 reconnaissance. Both cut 
banks of the creek were viewed. No sites were evident (Lobdell 1983a). 

4.) Staging Area at Arctic Valley Road 

The area close to the Glenn Highway has already been disturbed by substantial 
bulldozer activity. Snow kettles are very much in evidence from post-
disturbance subsidence. Forest growth is recent and secondary. Existing pits 
provided similar soil profiles. No sites were found. 

5.) Staging Area at Southeast End of Bryant Field 

This area was only viewed from the air. The parcel has already been cleared and 
altered. The potential for sites is nil. 

6.) Material Source 2 

This area has also been previously disturbed. Examination was only from the air. 

7.) Staging Area at Intersection of the Old Davis Highway and the Glenn Highway 

This parcel of secondary tree growth over an area of previous bulldozer activity 
was briefly examined on the ground. No sites were found in this disturbed 
environment. 
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8.) Staging Area Just North of Old Davis Highway 

Examined from both air and ground, this area consists of a previous material 
source, as well as parcels of disturbed ground surface with notable secondary 
tree growth. As expected, no sites were found. 

9.) Staging Area South of Fossil Creek 

The region of this staging area was examined in detail in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a) 
and re-examined from the air in 1984. The parcel is also disturbed, with 
secondary tree growth. 

Although no sites were found, the location has notable geomorphic features. 
Fossil Creek is an underfit watercourse. Seven terraces are present on the south 
side. Each of these terraces possesses numerous foxholes and bunkers from U.S. 
Army activities. These recent diggings provided subsurface viewpoints. Nothing 
of interest was noted in these cuts that were examined in detail in 1983 (Lobdell 
1983a). Overlying humus soils range from 10 to 20 centimeters in thickness, 
underlain by glacial deposits of unwashed till. This evidence of glaciation was 
found in every test throughout the project. Such findings are not unusual given 
the general geomorphology of the lowlands and valleys around the Anchorage 
area (Karlstrom I960). 

10.) Material Source 3 

This area is located on the northern bluff overlooking Fossil Creek. Although 
partially examined in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a), three transects were walked 
throughout the proposed source. Deep testing had evidently taken place some 
years ago and these cuts were examined. No sites were discovered. The area is 
also marked with recent U.S. Army foxholes and bunkers. 
The north side of Fossil Creek has one major terrace with possible remnants of 
another indicating more substantial lateral erosion through time than has 
occurred on the south side. 

11.) Staging Area at Hiland Drive 

This area consists of grass parkland (although marked as a swamp on local 
topographic maps). Dirt side roads cut off from Hiland Drive, thus there has 
already been minor ground disturbance. The area displays substantial use by the 
U.S. Army for field exercises. Surrounding rises were given ground 
reconnaissance. Foxholes and refuse pits were examined to view subsurface 
soils. No archaeological sites were detected. 

12.) Material Source 4 

This large material source is planned for the south side of Eagle River. The area 
was examined in detail in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a). The proposed source is located 
on the second terrace above the present watercourse. The area is pockmarked 
with bunkers and foxholes and contains an existing dirt access road. The entire 
area was transected. Tree throws and tests for gravel deposits provided views of 
subsurface soils. No archaeological sites were detected. 
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13.) Staging Area at Eagle River 

Located on the immediate north side of the stream, the staging area is planned 
for the alluvial plain. This area was studied in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a) and again 
walked this season. Standing water from seasonal runoff is in evidence. No sites 
were found. 

14.) Material Source 5 

This material source is located in a relatively flat mixed forest ecotone. Gravel 
test sites were examined to view subsurface soils. Four transects were walked 
across the locality. No archaeological sites were found. 

15.) Eklutna River 

During the 1983 season, two terraces were examined on the south side of the 
river. Several tests were excavated with no findings of cultural material. There 
has been some bulldozer disturbance in the area. It appears that limited gravel 
extraction has occurred. The north side has been altered greatly in recent years. 
The examination was conducted only from the air (Lobdell 1983a). 

The route has been altered substantially at this section of the project since the 
1983 investigations. First, the waterline will not enter Eklutna Village. 
Contingency planning concerning cemetery and historic sites within the village 
should no longer be a project concern. Stipulations concerning waterline entry to 
Eklutna Village are unnecessary. Second, the waterline will climb toward 
Eklutna Lake utilizing the general route surveyed in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a) to a 
point past the existing dam, but the route will then drop down into the canyon 
and river valley. It is the immediate Eklutna drainage that required 
comprehensive survey in 1984. 

Aerial reconnaissance of the first part of this corridor was performed on May 11 
and 12, 1983 as a prelude to full pedestrian survey. This section of the project 
traverses the north side of the Eklutna River, gateway to upland hunting grounds 
for the Eklutna Tanaina. Although no sections of the routes could be deemed as 
high potential areas for the finding of archaeological localities, known historic 
use provided motivation for a comprehensive ground search of the bluffs above 
the Eklutna River beginning on May 23, 1983. 

At the point where the corridor becomes immediate to the existing road, much 
of the survey was done in 1983 by driving and walking away from the road to the 
proposed line. Here the terrain is much steeper and would not support campsites 
or habitations. Not surprisingly none were found. It was easy to examine 
subsurface soils in the existing roadcuts. Soils composition is similar to most 
other parts of the project area (Lobdell 1983a). 

The Eklutna River Water Treatment Facility will be located in the flatter upland 
terrain. The building site, the area of which was examined in 1983 (Lobdell 
1983a), has little or no cultural resource potential. 

The total riverine area of both the canyon and upper valley is especially difficult 
to survey. Heavy seasonal runoff is evident from the erosional patterns as seen 
from the air. Particulate size in the riverine deposits is indicative that the 
Eklutna River is, like other rivers in the Upper Cook Inlet region, an underfit 
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watercourse. Of tantamount difficulty to study are the sloughed loess and till 
eposits. These matrix falls are either in the form of colluvial talus or alluvial 

outwash from feeder streams that drain the wet forest above the river bluffs. 
At four places along the valley the river has recently been dammed by mudslides, 
thus obliterating any chance of finding traces of past human use at those locales. 

ut survey of the remainder of the Eklutna drainage discovered no sites and 
little habitable ground either. It is clear that the Eklutna River has substantially 
altered its bed and surrounding environs even in recent years. 

Although preliminary general localities for staging areas, access, and material 
sources were identified before the field survey, survey in 1984 was not limited to 
or intensified at such places. A more operable strategy for finding human use 
sites was to examine the entire canyon and valley from the air. Landings were 
made at six places of cultural resource potential. At these localities ground 
survey was conducted along the stream, but especially on the fragments of 
remaining downcut terraces. Ground examination did show that some assumed 
terraces were in actuality esker fragments, indicative of a glacial and not 
riverine genesis. 

Study of terrace and esker fragments provided slope outcroppings of subsurface 
deposits. Tree throws also provided place for the examination of underlying 
soils. In general, soils are extremely shallow at 1 or 2 centimeters overlying 
gravel and cobbles. Occasional large boulders served as reminders of Pleistocene 
times within the valley. 

Examination at field locality #6 (of segment #15 as depicted on map) was 
especially instructive. This place is less than one mile below Eklutna Lake on a 
broad bend of the stream. The north bank possesses remaining fragments of at 
least four in situ terraces. Each was examined in detail for archaeological sites. 
None were found. The transect of the highest terrace to the lowest terrace 
displays a decreasing range of particulate size, commensurate with the 
decreasing volumetrics and velocity of the stream through time. Overlying soils 
were as shallow as in the other parts of the valley. 

Better past access to the upland game hunting areas surrounding Eklutna Lake is 
above the river bluffs. This area was surveyed in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a), 
especially since Native informants identified camping spots such as Barbara Lake 
(Kari 1978). But past evidence of such transitory behavior is very seldom 
preserved in the archaeological record and no sites were found on the upper 
bench that was given an extensive ground search in 1983 (Lobdell 1983a). 

SUMMATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Eklutna Water Project provided a continued opportunity to study in detail a little 
known area of Alaska. Known archaeological sources from the greater Upper Cook 
Inlet area served as a knowledge base that was again, unfortunately, not expanded by 
this reconnaissance. Nothing of cultural resource value was discovered during the 
continuation of the archaeological assessment of the Eklutna Water Project. 

Such negative findings must always be marked with caution. Some archaeological sites 
may be present in the area but may be too deeply buried or otherwise concealed to be 
discovered during a standard surface reconnaissance. In any event, the construction 
personnel of this project should be cognizant of cultural resource importance and 
report any findings made during the remainder of the project to the Project Manager. 
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The State Historic Preservation Officer can be sought out for advice and counsel, in 
the improbable event that such a find might occur. 

Given the environmental setting and low biomass throughout the project area, coupled 
with knowledge of archaeological sites in more productive areas closer to the coast 
and especially the western shores of Upper Cook Inlet, the finding of any significant 
archaeological property within the project area remains highly unlikely. Based on 
these data and the negative results of comprehensive ground and air reconnaissance 
over two consecutive field examinations, no further cultural resource investigations 
are warranted at this time. 
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